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QUESTION 1

Which three risk assessment activity types are available in Financial Reporting Compliance? (Choose three.) 

A. Design Review 

B. Qualitative Analysis 

C. Quantitative Analysis 

D. Certify 

E. Audit 

F. Assess Risk 

Correct Answer: ADF 

 

QUESTION 2

Which controls can user A access and manage for the following Control Manager role configuration? See details of
perspective trees and control-perspective association below. 

A. None 

B. Controls 2 and 3 

C. Only Control 1 

D. All controls 

E. Controls 1, 2, and 3 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 3

Which three statements are true about the purpose of perspectives? (Choose three.) 

A. Perspectives can be used to define user privileges. 

B. Perspectives can be used for categorizing Financial Reporting Compliance objects. 

C. Perspectives can be used to represent regional hierarchies. 

D. Perspectives are used to enable data security on Financial Reporting Compliance objects. 

E. Perspectives enable functional security in Financial Reporting Compliance. 

Correct Answer: CDE 

 

QUESTION 4

You are building a transaction model to identify invoices with USD amounts that are greater than the supplier\\'s
average invoice amount. The order of the filters is important. 

1.

 Add an "Average" Function filter grouping by "Supplier ID" where "Invoice Amount" is greater than 0. 

2.

 Add a standard filter where "Invoice Currency" equals "USD." 

3.

 Add a standard filter where the delivered "Average Value" attribute is less than "Invoice Amount." 

What is the correct order of the filters for this transaction model? 

A. 1, 3, 2 

B. 1, 2, 3 

C. 2, 3, 1 

D. 3, 2, 1 

E. 2, 1, 3 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

You have created security roles for the Procure-to-Pay (P2P) Control Manager for the EMEA region in your client\\'s
organization. But, there are two problems with his or her security configuration. Problem 1: This person should not
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receive notifications to complete control assessments, but currently he or she does. Problem 2: Also, although he or she
has access to controls associated with EMEA, he or she is unable to access controls created for individual regions
within EMEA. You have given him or her the following job role: EMEA P2P Control Manager Job Role Seeded Control
Manager Duty Composite Seeded Control Certification Assessor Duty Composite EMEA P2P Control Manager Data
Security Policy Seeded Control Manager Data Security Policy Perspective filter where Region Perspective “equals”
EMEA Perspective filter where Process Perspective “equals” P2P 

Which two actions need to be taken to correct the problems? (Choose two.) 

A. Remove Control Certification Assessor Composite from the EMEA P2P Control Manager job role. 

B. Create EMEA P2P Control Certification Assessor Data Security Policy striped by both EMEA and P2P perspectives
and assign to the job role. 

C. Add to the EMEA P2P Control Manager Data Security Policy the seeded Control Certification Assessor Data Security
Policy. 

D. While defining data security policy, set the perspective value to EMEA including all child nodes of the EMEA region. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 6

You are implementing Advanced Access Controls and there is a requirement for a control to monitor user 

access to specific, client-defined access points which give users the ability to both initiate a purchase order 

and approve payments on that purchase order. 

Which is a valid option to implement the control? 

A. From the "Access Entitlements" page create two entitlements containing the respective client- defined access points.
Create an access model from the "Models" tab of Advanced Controls, based on the entitlements you created. 

B. Select Actions > Create Access Control from the "Controls" tab of Advanced Controls. 

C. Create an access model from the "Models" tab of Advanced Controls, and then define an access point filter for each
individual client-defined access point. 

D. From the "Access Entitlements" page create two entitlements containing the respective client- defined access points.
Create an access model from the "Models" tab of Advanced Controls, based on the entitlements you created. Finally,
deploy an access control in the "Controls" tab of Advanced Controls, and select the access model you created. 

E. Create an access entitlement from the "Access Entitlements" page, then select Actions > Create Access Control from
the "Controls" tab of Advanced Controls, and select the entitlement you created. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

You can relate objects in Financial Reporting Compliance. Which statement is true about editing or creating related
objects in the Related Objects section on the Risk Definition page? 
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A. You can relate only process objects. 

B. You can relate a new process and a new control. 

C. You can relate only control objects. 

D. You can relate only an existing control, but not a new control. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

You are validating your customer\\'s import template before import. The customer requires that all controls be set up so
they are noted to be used for the Audit Test assessment type. How do you verify that this has been done? 

A. The Assessment Flag and the Audit Testing Flag are both set to "Y." 

B. The Control has a related process. 

C. The Control status filed is set to "Audit Test." 

D. The Control comment filed has a notation for "Audit Test." 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

When you view or edit a transaction incident, you may see extra columns that are not present in the 

business objects used in the control. 

What three kinds of control logic or conditions can cause this? (Choose three.) 

A. Equals (when the same attribute is used on both sides of the condition) 

B. Not in 

C. Similar 

D. Average Function 

E. Between (when using a date attribute) 

Correct Answer: BDE 

 

QUESTION 10

You are advising your client on design and configuration related to how access incident results will be viewed and
managed. The client has provided a list of business requirements: Incident results can be viewed by Department
Groups of investigators receive assigned incidents based on Department Must ensure systematically that no incident is
unassigned to an investigator 
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Which three must be configured to support these requirements? (Choose three.) 

A. Worklist assignment Result Investigator should be set to specific users. 

B. Custom perspective for Department linked to the Results object with Required set to "No" 

C. Custom perspective for Department linked to the Results object with Required set to "Yes" 

D. Investigators are assigned job roles with custom Department perspective data roles attached. Other incident users
receive job roles which only allow viewing of incidents. 

E. Investigators are assigned job roles with custom Department perspective data roles attached for managing incidents.
Other incident users are assigned job roles with custom Department perspective data roles attached for viewing only. 

F. Worklist assignment Result Investigator should be set to "All Eligible Users" 

Correct Answer: ADF 

 

QUESTION 11

You are configuring security and you do not want the risks to go through the review and approve process each time they
are updated. How will you meet this requirement? 

A. Add the Risk Reviewer Composite duty role to the person who creates the risks so he or she would be able to review
them before saving the record. 

B. Use only the Risk Approver Composite duty role in the configurations so the risks will not go through the review
process. 

C. Ensure that only the upper management is given the Risk Reviewer Composite duty role so they could review the
risks that they want to review. 

D. Ensure that no user has been assigned a job role that includes the Risk Reviewer Composite or Risk Approver
Composite Duty Role. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

How do you identify Financial Reporting Compliance Cloud\\'s key stakeholders? 

A. Identify users who need to create and submit expense reports easily. 

B. Identify users who will create customer invoices, and receive and apply customer payments. 

C. Identify executives who need to certify internal controls for SOX or similar mandates. 

D. Identify executives who will manage customer balances and recognize revenue. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 13

You are implementing Advanced Access Controls for a client who wants to limit the seeded job role "Application Access
Auditor". This job role should NOT include system configuration duties, but allows the user to monitor jobs schedules for
Advanced Controls. After the seeded job role is copied, that two duty roles should be removed to comply with the
access restrictions? (Choose two.) 

A. Access Control Manager 

B. Advanced Control System Administrator 

C. Access incident Results Manager 

D. Application Data Source Manager 

E. Access Model Manager 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 14

An assessor is trying to complete an operational assessment on a control for manual AP Invoice entry and 

is reviewing Prior Results. 

Which statement is true about viewing Prior Results for this control? 

A. He or she will be able to review results of all prior assessments of all types for this control. 

B. He or she will be able to review results of all prior Audit tests and operational assessments for this control. 

C. He or she will be able to review only results of prior operational assessments for this control. 

D. He or she will be able to review results of all prior operational assessments for all controls. 

E. He or she will be able to review results of all prior assessments of all types for all controls. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

You are designing data for data import. The customer decided that they want to secure controls based on 

their company organization. 

Which three worksheets of the import template are required to accomplish this requirement? (Choose 

three.) 

A. Perspective Items 

B. Controls 
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C. Control Test Plans 

D. Perspective-Control 

Correct Answer: ABC 
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